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The rand retreated yesterday, weakening back above the R14.00/$ level on the back of commodity price drops, but 

came back down again as dollar support faltered, benefitting riskier assets such as the rand, and sentiment boost 

from credit rating agencies keeping the country’s rating unchanged, predicting a stable outlook. Our local unit 

strengthened to R13.9042/$ and closed us out at R13.9175/$.

Despite rising local covid-19 infection rates, bets on a recovery are lifting rand sentiment as vaccinations are 

underway,. Unchanged credit ratings have removed an element of uncertainty in the short term, but how the 

economy performs, and political stability is maintained will certainly weigh on the coming ratings later in the year.  

The market  anticipate global factors to drive markets in today’s sessions. 
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Following a pullback in the previous session, the US dollar index edged lower to kick start the week yesterday, with 

safe-haven assets such as gold also been squeezed out on the day, as global markets seemed risk on across the 

board. As the improving outlook on global economic recovery on the back of strong economic data and progress on 

the vaccine front continues to see flows into emerging markets and riskier assets, investors remain bearish on the 

greenback.    

The euro got stronger yesterday, although the euro still remained within range, with risk sentiment across global 

markets, as well as subdued US Treasury yields seeing the dollar trading under immense pressure on the day. The 

euro rose to a high of $1.2228 before ending the session at $1.2175.   

The pound sterling also managed to see some significant moves against the dollar on the day, benefiting from 

broader risk appetite and dollar weakness, although the cable consolidated to end the session slightly firm. NZD/USD
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